Abstract-Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) are designed to increase spectrum utilization by allowing unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to operate over existing wireless channels where primary users (PUs) have license to transmit. An SU searches for channels not currently occupied by PUs, it estimates their link quality and it aggregates the resources found available for transmission, by means of multi-channel access. Typically, optimal stopping algorithms decide when to interrupt the exploration phase and start exploiting the channels for transmission, with the goal of throughput maximization.
I. INTRODUCTION
The wireless spectrum has been historically assigned with redundancy to single applications which often utilize their frequencies for very limited portions of space and in restricted areas [1] . This has led to the spectrum scarcity problem, where there may not exist available frequencies to assign for emerging wireless applications soon.
Cognitive radio networks (CRNs) represent the most promising approach to ease the spectrum scarcity problem. CRNs target at increasing the utilization of the wireless channels by allowing unlicensed secondary users (SUs) to opportunistically access the parts of the spectrum (i.e., spectrum holes) left available by licensed primary users (PUs), without disruptively interfering with their activity.
The recent release of the first CRN-based IEEE Standard 802.22 [2] and the ongoing government regulatory plans for spectrum allocations have pushed the interest towards enabling CRN functionalities in the design of current and future wireless applications. Examples include public safety networks, cellular networks, smart grids, body area networks and ad-hoc networks [3] .
A significant challenge for the successful applicability of CRN techniques to mobile networks is represented by the difficulty of guaranteeing Quality-of-Service (QoS) support to SUs in such an opportunistic transmission environment. The first problem comes from the fact that SUs need to release the resources to the PUs within a short interval, when the latter claim them back. Secondly, SUs need to explore the CRN channels, to find availability and estimate the quality of channels. This process is typically modeled as an optimal stopping problem [4] , which may incur a significant channel access delay.
Multi-channel access algorithms for CRNs target at finding the optimal set of available channels to be exploited simultaneously for transmission by means of channel aggregation and channel bonding techniques enabled by the OFDM technology [5] , [6] . Previous works such as [7] - [10] including ours [11] , [12] , formulate the decision on when to stop the exploration phase and transmit as an optimal stopping problem, oriented to maximize the throughput of SUs. Particularly, in [12] we have developed an efficient and exact algorithm that finds the optimal set of channels for transmission, with low algorithmic complexity, making it feasible for resource constrained devices such as mobile SUs, where other solutions would fail because of the elevate algorithmic complexity.
By evaluating QoS traffic requirements such as delay and data rate and their variations in our throughput-efficient multichannel access algorithms, we have identified conditions that satisfy the SU traffic requirements of stable channel access delay and data rate, typical of mobile applications. We have derived insights on how these conditions are strongly dependent on the particular and possibly variable characteristics of the CRN considered, such as number of channels, PU activity, sensing and channel estimation delays, and available transmission rates. Therefore, we foresee a great benefit in studying and developing multi-channel access algorithms based on the optimal stopping theory, that will allow SUs to make network decisions with the goal of optimizing their specific traffic requirements such as delay, jitter, or guaranteed data rate. Future research on these algorithms could enable the successful operation of different mobile applications as SUs in a CRN.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the system model and the details of the algorithms evaluated. Section III compares the performance of the considered algorithms in varied CRN scenarios. Finally, section IV concludes the paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES
The contributions of this paper extend the findings of [11] and [12] . Here we revisit the system model adopted and the key aspects of the algorithms proposed.
A. System model
A CRN operates on a set of channels C = {1, 2, ..., N }. A time-slotted model is considered, which is motivated by the following observation: in order to protect their operations, PUs specify a maximum interference tolerance period T , which prevents SUs' disruptive transmission, not allowing them to transmit on a channel during T if PU activity is sensed on it. In the adopted system, the PU activity on each channel is either present or not during the entire duration of the transmission slot T . The first part of each interval T is dedicated to channel exploration, during which an SU searches for channels to use for transmission; the remaining part of the interval T is called channel exploitation and used for data transmission [13] .
Since we are interested in characterizing the performance of mobile SUs, we assume devices are equipped with only one transceiver, therefore only able to either sense or transmit on a channel at the same time. We consider channel switchingtime negligible. The channel exploration phase is divided into one or more steps of duration τ . At each step, an SU wanting to communicate with another SU, firstly senses the possible presence of PU activity on a channel, then it estimates the link quality between the two nodes. The sensing process returns the state of a channel (i.e., available or busy) in respect to PU occupancy, by using existing techniques such as energy detection [14] and feature detection [15] . Error-free sensing is assumed for simplicity. After finding a channel available, channel estimation evaluates the link quality, which translates into supported data rate, between the communicating SUs, accomplished by transmitting and feeding back a training sequence between the SU-transmitter and the SU-receiver.
A sequence S M = s 1 , . . . , s M , with M N , specifies the channel exploration order, with s m being the channel sensed and estimated at the m-th step. For generality, we assume random S M , pointing at [8] , [9] , [16] for more details on the implications of the channel exploration order. After exploring channel s m , an SU decides if extending the exploration phase to the step m + 1, because the achievable throughput guaranteed by the channels discovered so far can be improved by the next channels, or stop the channel exploration phase, if the additional time lost in sensing and estimating . h m = max{(T − mτ )/T, 0} is a scaling factor. As in [10] , [11] , [17] , our model assumes each SU has the following CRN statistics available: an array of channel availability probabilities Q = [q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q N ], which models PU activity on each channel in C; the probability distribution P c = [p c,1 , p c,2 , . . . , p c,K ] for the supported data rates R = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r K ] (with r 1 < r 2 < ... < r K ) for each channel c. These statistics are used to aid the decision on when to terminate channel exploration phase and initiate the data transmission. As a reference, a list of relevant symbols used throughout this paper is summarized in Table I .
B. Multi-channel access algorithms
The Backward Induction algorithm defined in [11] finds the optimal stopping time that maximizes the expected throughput during T by defining V m,Am as the the optimal expected maximum throughput when m channels have been explored and the attainable aggregate data rate at the m-th step is A m , which is derived through the following dynamic programming recurrence relation:
Y m | Am=l represents the attainable throughput at step m, given l aggregate data rate has been discovered. Ψ R,m is the set of possible unique aggregate data rate values obtainable from discovering m channels with supported rates R.
As an attempt to reduce the offline complexity for precomputing the rewards' matrix V, which has asymptotic complexity of O(M K ), we have defined the value W m,Am , which at every channel exploration step m computes the largest expected aggregate throughput that can be possibly achieved by extending the exploration phase to channels from s m+1 to s M , defined as: 
The 
III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we have studied the performance of the proposed algorithms in terms of channel access delay and data rate and their variations, for the considered network. These two metrics give us an estimate of the feasibility of our solutions for applications with the stringent traffic requirements typical of mobile SUs and low-power SUs.
For absolute performance evaluation, we have considered an optimum solution, called Oracle algorithm, which knows at the beginning of each interval T the attainable data rate a sm of each channel s m . SUs still need to go through the channel exploration steps, but the optimum stopping time is guaranteed.
We have used computer simulations to evaluate the performance of our algorithms in terms of data rate and channel access delay and their variability under different CRN scenarios. In all the experiments the following assumptions are made: 1) all N channels in the CRN can be potentially evaluated during the same channel exploration phase within T (i.e., M = N ); 2) on each channel, a PU-transmitter generates burst sessions of duration multiple of T , destined to a PU-receiver operating on the same channel, with inter-arrival times generated according to a Poisson process with varying parameter μ, and service times exponentially distributed with parameter λ = 0.1.
We have conducted two sets of experiments: a thorough study of channel access delay and data rate metrics under multiple CRN scenarios; the evaluation of channel access delay for SUs with only single-rate transmission capability.
A. Channel access delay and data rate evaluation
Two types of mobile CRNs are considered: in the first type the number of channels is M = 20 and SUs have faster sensing and channel estimation capabilities that can identify PU activity and the maximum supported data rate on a channel with channel exploration step durations of τ = 400μs; the second type of CRN has M = 4 channels, with SUs needing a longer interval τ = 2ms to sense and estimate channel quality for each explored channel. In both cases T = 10ms and the maximum possible channel exploration phase duration does not occupy more than 80% of the whole transmission slot T . Five data rates (i.e., R = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]Mb/s) are supported, a reasonable assumption with current PHY technologies. It is important to notice how the units of measurement chosen do not limit the validity of our results.
Three PU activity scenarios with varying mean channel availability probability q are considered : high activity (q = 0.25), medium activity (q = 0.5), and low activity (q = 0.75). For each PU activity scenario, four different cases, characterized by varying PU activity and link qualities are studied:
• Uniform rates scenario has uniform distribution of supported data rates in all channels and homogeneous PU activity among channels.
• Heterogeneous channels considers heterogeneous PU activity among channels, with four types of PU activity distributed equally among the N channels: q = q − 0.15, q = q − 0.05, q = q + 0.05, and q = q + 0.15; supported data rate values are uniformly distributed.
• Scarce quality scenario has 75% of channels of type c 1 with higher probabilities of lower data rates (i.e., P c1 = [0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0, 0]), and 25% of type c 2 with higher probabilities of higher data rates (i.e., P c2 = [0, 0, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5]); homogeneous PU activity among channels is assumed.
• Good quality scenario has 75% of channels of type c 2 with higher probabilities of higher data rates, and 25% channels of type c 1 with higher probabilities of lower data rates; homogeneous PU activity among channels is assumed. Figure 1 shows the simulation results for the three algorithms considered for mean data rate with its standard error and mean channel access delay with its standard error, for the cases described when N = 20. The throughput values are reported as a reference to show the equivalency of the Backward Induction and Low-Complexity algorithms and their proximity with the Oracle performance.
Looking at the set of experiments as a whole, the collected data shows the Low-Complexity and Backward induction algorithm achieving almost identical values for throughput but in different ways: the Low-Complexity algorithm tends to be more conservative, by stopping the channel exploration earlier, therefore obtaining shorter channel access times than the Backward Induction solution. This is a very interesting result that shows our algorithm being efficient for applications where channel access delay is critical. In all the considered scenarios the variation of both data rates and channel access delays for the Low-Complexity and Backward induction are very similar and significantly less than the Oracle variations. This indicates the validity of the algorithms for delay and data rate sensitive SU applications. Figure 2 shows the same set of results of Figure 1 for M = 4. The former observation of the Low-Complexity algorithm having shorter delays than the Backward induction algorithm does not hold anymore. Additionally, both proposed algorithms show significant standard error values in both data rates and channel access delays. The instability of these metrics makes the operation of SUs with delay and data rate sensitive traffic challenging in SUs with limited number of channels.
B. Channel access delay for single-rate SUs
For this experiment, we consider the specific case of SUdevices, such as low-power devices, that cannot perform channel estimation and therefore they transmit using multichannel access with minimum supported data rate of r = 1 on each used channel. In this way, the channel exploration phase reduces to only sensing the PU presence on each channel explored. Again keeping the same maximum possible channel exploration phase duration to 80% of T , we evaluate the mean channel access delay experienced by SUs under varying homogeneous PU activity occupations among channels, i. and M = 8 when channel availability values are less than 0.35 and 0.18 respectively. This happens because the LowComplexity algorithm has a more conservative approach than the Oracle during channel exploration. In this way, a modest amount of throughput is scarified by the Low-Complexity algorithm, as demonstrated in [12] , but reducing the average time an SU has to wait to access the aggregate channels that provide the optimal throughput. With average channel access delays varying at most of 1.25τ , 0.85τ , and 0.8τ respectively for the increasing values of M considered, the coarse-grained stability of the Low-Complexity case suggests the feasibility of our solution for delay-sensitive application, independently of the PU activity present in the CRN. On another side, the sawtooth shape of the Low-Complexity curves highlights a fine-grained instability of delay values, with abrupt changes happening for certain configurations of PU activity. Therefore, a slight change in the PU activity of the CRN, which affects the channel availability probability, can have a significant impact on SUs with stringent latency requirements. The behavior happening at certain q values, where the delay steeply increases caused by a minimal increase in q is counter-intuitive, and it is investigated with the following example.
As an example, we have analyzed the behavior happening for M = 4, and the channel availability probabilities of q = 0.5 and q = 0.51 . Table II shows all the possible rate se- ,for the two q cases. For the case of A 2 = 1 (i.e., one channel available after exploring two channels), the Low-Complexity algorithm stopping rule will stop and transmit for q = 0.5 (since A 2 δ 2 ) whereas it will continue for q = 0.51 (since A 2 < δ 2 ). The change of the stopping rule for the case when an SU finds only one channel available after sensing two channels justifies the increase in the mean channel access delay and therefore the sawtooth behavior of the curves. The analyzed behavior of the curves in Figure 3 indicates the need of accurate channel availability evaluations for singlerate SUs demanding very restricted delay variations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have studied the delay and data rate performance of two optimal stopping algorithms designed for maximizing the throughput of multi-channel access SUs in a CRN. The simulation results give us guidelines on the feasibility of our solutions for mobile applications with stringent traffic requirements of delay, jitter and guaranteed data rate. We have seen how CRNs with higher number of channels seem to be more prone to support SUs with applications needing bounded delay and/or constant data rate. Also, both algorithms have shown to be more conservative than the optimum solution, stopping the channel exploration earlier and therefore having shorter channel access delays. Particularly, the computationally efficient Low-Complexity algorithm shows the best results for channel access delay, therefore making it the most suitable algorithm for mobile SUs. Finally, we have shown the coarsegrained predictability of channel access delays under varying PU activity conditions and the fine-grained instability of the same statistic, which suggest the feasibility of SU applications with latency requirements in the order of the coarse-grained values.
Motivated by the encouraging results found, we foresee the need of researching and developing multi-channel access algorithms based on the optimal stopping theory, which optimize other traffic specific requirements such as delay, jitter, and guaranteed data rate. These algorithms will permit the successful operation of QoS-based mobile applications as SUs in a CRN.
